
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER -I: ADMINISTRATIVE THEORY 

             For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 
1. Explain the features of Kautilya Arthashastra  

������� 	
���� �� �к� ��х� ������� ����� �!" 

2. Discuss the evolution of public administration into new public administration 

#$%�&'(�)* ��� �� �+&� #$%�&' (�)* ��� ��, #��-*�� ./�0�  ��1� �!" 

3. Discuss Max weber's views on bureaucracy  

234 �5 6'�� 789 �:;< =>?@ 	A($ B:���  ��1� �!" 

4. Analyse the contribution of Luther Guliick administrative theory  

#��(�)* CD3*E �F*��G �HI@ 5�J; �к� �K���L ���MND� �!" 

5. Explain Likert views on new system of Management  

�O&�   �
'K- #0PQ 789  �R9к@S 	A($ B:���  ��1� �!"  

6. Discuss Bernard's theory of authority  

?T�L@U �к� 	VW�
 CD3*E �F*�L  ��1� �!" 

7. Explain Riggs contribution to compositive public administration  

��X< &Y�)*&Zк #$%�&'(�� 	0�B)*��G 3[K0#!\ 	���] ����� �!" 

8. Discuss Max weidner's  concept of development administration  

^_L@ #$Q(3W�`� ($ 5Q (�� ab����  ��1� �!" 

9. Explain Dror's policy science approach  

!4$@ �к� �3*���� � 0cкdI���� ����� �!" 

10. Examine the role of public administration in the context of globalization 

 #$#�eк
- )f#I���g #$%�&' #��(�� (&$�� #��hJ� �!" 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER -II: PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
           For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 

1. Discuss the scope nature and importance of public personnel administration  

��త� ఉ��గ 
బ�ం� �క� ప�� స��వం మ�� ��ఖ�త� చ��ంచం  

2. Write about the various types of personal system  

!!ధ ర$%న ఉ��గ బృంద పద)*+ ,�ం- .యం  

3. Analyse The concept of civil service neutrality  

��త� ఉ��,ల తటస2 !34565 ,�� !789ంచం  

4. Explain the relations between Civil Servant and minister  

��త� ఉ��:; ����� ���	
� �� ��������� ��������� 

5. Discuss the objectives and methods of training  

<=ణ ల?�+ మ�� పద@*ల� చ��ంచం  

6. Examine the principles followed in promotion  

ప�న5AB అ�స�ంచవల
న DEల� ప�FGంచం  

7. Write an essay on andhra Pradesh Public Service Commission  

ఆంI �Jశ పL8క సN�స కPషన S ఒక U�సం .యం  

8. Write an essay on all India service  

అVల �రత సN�WలS ఒక U�సం Xయం  

9. What is discipline? how it is maintained in the Civil Service  

Yమ<=ణ అంZ ఏP\? 
!ల సN�స B అ� ఎ` 6ర�aంచబb*ం� 

10. Write an essay on joint consultative machinery in India 

�రతJశంB6 సPష2 సం��dల యంEంగంS ఒక U�సం Xయం  



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER –III: INDIAN ADMINISTRATION 

         For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 

 

1. Explain the main features of Mughal administration  

�ఘల ప��లన � న ల!"ల# $వ�ంచం( 

2. Discuss the importance of the study of social and cultural context of Indian 

Administration  

/ర1య ప��లన3 456క మ�9 4ంస;ృ=క సంద?@ల అధCయన DEఖCత# చ�Hంచం( 

3. Discuss the powers and functions of Indian President  

/రత ?Lప= అMN?O మ�9 $Pల# చ�Hంచం( 

4. Describe the structure and functions of ministry of external affairs  

SంT $UV వCవW?ల మంXతY Zఖ [?\ణం మ�9 $Pల# $వ�ంచం( 

5. Discuss the role of "National Development Council" as Federal institution  

     స5ఖC వCవసd3 "e1య అfవృgh మండj" �k# చ�Hంచం( 

6. Discuss the role of interstate council in Centre state relations  

SంT ?L సంబం ల3 అంతnL మండj �k# చ�Hంచం( 

7. Explain the role of general administrative department of state government  

?L �pqY[r sంgన 4 రణ ప��లt Zఖ �k# $వ�ంచం( 

8. What are the functions of district collector  

6wx కyకzర |క; $PO }jయ~యం( 

9. What are the citizens governance in India? Explain how they are being ressed?  

/రతUశం3 ��ల సమసCO ఏ$?  ���త�ం ��[ ఎw ప�ష;���t�� $వ�ంచం(? 

10. Describe the administrative reforms undertaken since 1950 in India 

/రతUశ �లtవCవసd3 1950 #ం( �ప�zన � న ప��లt సంస;రణల# $వ�ంచం( 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER –IV: FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
          For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 
1. Explain the meaning and significance of the financial administration  

�త� ప��లన �క  అర#ం మ�& '(ఖ*త+ �వ�ంచం. 

2. What is the tax policy of the Government of India  

5రత 67త8ం ప+9 �:నం ఏ<= 

3. What is meant by budget classification? Explain the objectives of budget classification  

బDEట వGHకరణ అంJ ఏ<=? బDEట వGHకరణ �క  లK*ల+ �వ�ంచం. 

4. elucidate the features of performance budgeting  

Mర8Nణ బDE=ంగ �క  లPQల+ �వ�ంచం. 

5. What are the merits and demerits of separation of audit from accounts? Explain 

STల +ం. ఆ.ట + VW Xయడం[ \భన^_` ఏ<=? �వ�ంచం. 

6. Describe the powers and functions of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India  

5రత కంfgలర మ�& ఆ.టర జనరల �క  అlmn` మ�& �oల+ �వ�ంచం. 

7. Discuss the Structure, Functions, and role of the union finance minister in India  

5రతtశం[ vంw ఆ�#క మంxత8 yఖ Mnzణం, �o` మ�& �{ |�ం} చ�~ంచం. 

8. How does Parliament exercise control over the public finance  

మన �ర��ం� �త� �లన స��� జW|ట[ ఎ\ం= Mయం{ణ+ Mర8���ం� 

9. Examine the center and state financial relations  

vంw n� ఆ�#క సంబం:ల+ ప���ంచం. 

10. Explain the powers and functions of The Reserve Bank of India 

5ర�య �జర8 �*ంక అlmn`  �oల+ �వ�ంచం. 

  

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER –V (A): RURAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
           For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 

                                                                                            
       

1. Discuss the meaning and significance of local government  

���క ��త�ం �క  అ"#�$ మ&' ()ఖ+త, -వ&ంచం0 

2. Examine the evolution of rural local government in India  

5రత7శం9 :;ణ ���క ��త� వ+వస� ప&?మ -@��$ ప&ABంచం0 

3. Explain the functioning of Gram Sabha  

:మసభ ప�IJ, -వ&ంచం0 

4. Write an essay on the functions of Panchayati Raj in rural development  

:;?QవృS#9 పంTయI"జ సంస�ల -XలY ఒక [+సం "యం0 

5. Discuss the powers and functions of the state finance commission  

"^ ఆ&�క సంఘం అa@"b, -Xల, చ&dంచం0 

6. Explain the personal system in Panchayati Raj  

పంTయI"జ 9 fబhంS -iనం, -వ&ంచం0 

7. Examine the nature of state control over Panchayati Raj bodies  

పంTయI "జ సంస�లY "^ ��త� �యంlణ స�5[�$ ప&ABంచం0 

8. Explain the working of Panchayati Raj institutions in India  

5రత7శం9 పంTయI "జ సంస�ల ప�IJ, -వ&ంచం0 

9. Define the changing rule of leadership in Panchayati Raj bodies  

పంTpI "జ సంస�ల9 qయకత� rJsల t&ంu �ర�uంచం0 

10. Write an essay on women empowerment in the Panchayati Raj institution 

పంTయI"జ సంస�9 మwx �a@రతY ఒక [+సం "యం0 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER –V (B): URBAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
          For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 
 

1. Trace the evolution of urban local government in India  

�రత�శం� పట ణ "#$క &'()ల ప+,మ ./$0 12య4యం5 

2. State the causes and the consequences of urbanization  

పట ;కరణ< గల >ర,? మ+@ ప+,/లA BCDనం5 

3. Explain the structure and functions of the municipal corporation  

J$Kపల >CMNషన $QRణం STలA Sవ+ంచం5 

4. Write an essay on Hyderabad Municipal Corporation  

]దQ_ద J$Kపల >CMNషన a ఒక cdసం Qయం5 

5. Exam the powers and functions of the municipal commissioner  

J$hపల కiషనర అl>Q? మ+@ STలA పmnంచం5 

6. Explain the sources of revenue to the municipal bodies  

pరqలక సంస#ల< ఆsయ వనtలA Sవ+ంచం5 

7. Discuss the function of the Hyderabad Urban Development Authority  

]దQ_ద పట ,yవృl సంస# STలA చ+{ంచం5 

8. Write an essay on Delhi Development Authority  

}~� పట ,yవృl సంస#a ఒక cdసం Qయం5 

9. Define the causes of urban pollution and give suggestions to control it  

పట ణ >?�d$� గల >ర,లA 1?p� s$$ $యం�ంచ�$� �చన? ఇవ)ం5 

10. Explain the causes and consequences of the growth of cities 

నగQల �t�దల< గల >ర,? మ+@ పరdవ"�లA Sవ+ంచం5 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (Previous) Public Administration 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 

PAPER –V (C): E – GOVERNANCE IN INDIA  
            For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 
1. Define e-governance and discuss its nature, scope, and importance.  

ఇ-�లన� �ర��ం�  � స�"వం, ప%& మ%( )*ఖ,త .%ం� చ%0ంచం1. 

2. Describe the evolution of e-governance in andhra Pradesh  

ఆం89:శ < ఇ-�లన ప%=>�? @వ%ంచం1 

3. Explain the concept of public and private partnership in e-governance  

ఇ-�లన< 9Dత� మ%( EFట "గI�మ, "వనJ @వ%ంచం1 

4. Describe the organization and functions of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting  

స>Qర మ%( 9Iర మంRత� Sఖ TకV �WXణం మ%( @ZలJ @వ%ంచం1 

5. Bring out the role of e-governance in social welfare administration  

Iం]క సం^మ ప%�లన< ఇ-�లన �_J @వ%ంచం1 

6. Elucidate the role of lead governance in agricultural administration 

వ,వIabవృde �లన< ఇ-�లన �_J @వ%ంచం1 

7. Write an essay on the working of e-Seva in Andhra Pradesh  

ఆం89:శ < ఇ-kl ప� mno ఒక l,సం Wయం1 

8. assess the utility of e-governance in Andhra Pradesh  

ఆం89:శ < ఇ-�లన TకV 9sజu�? అంచu Fయం1 

9. Discuss e-governance as an administrative reform in India  

"రత:శ �లu సంసVరణల< "గంy ఇ-�లనJ చ%0ంచం1 

10. Write an essay on Hacking 

|,}ంగ  (తసVరణ) o ఒక l,సం Wయం1 

 

 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESATION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (final) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Answer Any Five questions 

Paper I: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
             For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

                                                 

1. Define the objectives of Administrative research  

ప��లన ప��ధన �క� ల !ల" #ర%&ంచం) 

2. Explain the nature of Behavioral research  

1వర34 56 ప��ధన స%89#: ;వ�ంచం) 

3. Discuss the principles of Operationalism  

>?!చరణ ABల" చ�Cంచం) 

4. Examine the importance of survey research  

సF% ప��ధన GHఖ!త" ప�KLంచం) 

5. What are the methods of Data Collection?  

;షయ Sకరణ పదUVW ఏYZ? 

6. Discuss various kinds of sampling techniques  

;;ధ ర>ల న_4 పదUVల" చ�Cంచం) 

7. Define the limitations of statistical method. 

గbంక పదUc �క� ప�YVల" #ర%&ంచం). 

8. Discuss the Correlation techniques  

సహసంబంధ పదUVల" చ�Cంచం) 

9. Discuss various steps involved in report writing  

#ijక ?యడంl ;;ధ దశల" చ�Cంచం) 

10. Examine the problems that arise in the interpretation of data in Social Science Research  

qంrక 56 ప��ధl సstర 9!u!నంl తvw3 సమస!ల" ప�KLంచం) 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESATION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (final) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Answer Any Five questions 

Paper I: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE METHODOLOGY 
           For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

                                                                                                             

1. Explain the principles of operationalism 

���చరణ ��ల� �వ ంచం" 

2. Discuss the sources of hypothesis  

ప కల)* ఆ,ర-ల� . ం/ 01)- 

3. Discuss about survey research. 

స67 ప 8ధన . ం/ చ ;ంచం" 

4. What is ethnographic studies? Explain  

ABల అధ�యనం అనE ఏG �వ ంచం" 

5. Discuss the importance of sampling  

నI* JకK L-ఖ�త� చ ;ంచం" 

6. What is research design? Would you classify research design  

ప 8ధన Pపకల)న అనE ఏG? ప 8ధన Pపకల)న వQRకరణ� �వ ంచం" 

7. Define the uses of electronic methods in data collection  

�షయ UకరణV ఎల�XYక పద\Bల వల] ఉప_Eల� Yర7/ంచం" 

8. Explain the construction of a questionnaire  

bcdవe Y�fణం . ం/ �వ ంచం" 

9. Discuss the uses of correlation techniques 

సహసంబంధ పద\Bల ఉప_Eల� చ ;ంచం" 

10. Discuss report writing  

Ylmక రచన . ం/ చ ;ంచం" 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESATION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (final) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Answer Any Five questions 

Paper II: READINGS IN PUBLIC POLICY 
          For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

  
1. Discuss the importance of the public policy  

��త� ��న ��ఖ త! చ#$ంచం& 

2. State the relevance of public policy for the study of political science  

+జ-. /0 అధ యనం4 ��త� ��న ఔ67 89 :;య<యం& 

3. How leadership acts as a determinant of public policy  

��త� ��నం4 @యకత�ం 8+BయతCకంD ఎF ఉంHంI 

4. Analyse the incremental model in policy analysis  

��న �LMషణ4 అంచలంచల QRSం789 �LMTంచం& 

5. Write an essay on decision making theory  

��న 8+BYకరణ QRSంతం [#ం6 ఒక ] సం +యం& 

6. Explain the role of political executive in policy making  

��న bపకలdన4 +జeయ fర 8+�gక /ఖ hi! �వ#ంచం& 

7. How public opinion influences policymaking process  

 ��న bపకలdన �lయ! �mn�యం ఎF �o�తం pqrంI 

8. Explain the nature of policy evaluation  

��న tF ంకనం  స�o]89 �వ#ంచం& 

9. Discuss some welfare policies in India  

oరతwశం48 y89 సంzమ ��@ల! చ#$ంచం& 

10. What are the land reformation implemented in India? 

oరతwశం4 అమ~ pయబ&న �సంస�రణ~ ఏ��? 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESATION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (final) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Answer Any Five questions 

Paper III (A): COMPARATIVE LOCAL GOVERNMENT  
            For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 
1. Examine the need and significance of Local Government  

���క ��త� ఆవశ#కత మ%& '(ఖ#త* ప%,-ంచం0 

2. Discuss the functioning of local government in India from 1882 to 1947 

1882 *ం0 1947 వర: ;రత<శం= ���క ��త� ప�>?* చ%@ంచం0 

3. Write an essay on State – local relations. 

FG ��త�ం, ���క ��I�ల మధ# సంబంNలO ఒక Q#సం Fయం0. 

4. State the challenges of  Panchayat Raj Institutions    

పంVయ>Fజ సంస�X ఎZ[\ం]న_ సQళa* b[\నం0 

5. Discuss the history of English Local Government 

ఆంగa ���క ��I�ల చ%e* చ%@ంచం0 

6. Examine the units of Local Government in rural America  

hiణ అl%m=� ���క ��త� n;oల* ప%,-ంచం0 

7. Write about the devices of direct Legislation in America 

 అl%m= �త#q చటsం t& nNuల* v%ంw xయం0 

8. Compare the problems of Metropolitan Government in U.K and U.S.A 

U.K మ%& U.S.A ల= l~�-టన ��I�X ఎZ[\ం]న_ సమస#ల* స%�ల@ం0 

9. Define the role of political parties in Indian Local Government 

;రత <శం=� ���క ��త�ం= Fజ�య ��sల �e* �ర�wంచం0 

10. Compare the financial sources to Local Government of India and U.S.A 

;రత<శం మ%& అl%m <�ల= ���క ��I�ల: ఉన_ ఆ�య వన?ల* స%�ల@ం0 

 



ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION 

ASSIGNMENT QUESATION PAPER 2021-2022 

M.A. (final) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Answer Any Five questions 

Paper III(B): LOCAL ADMINISTRATION IN ASIA AND WEST 
           For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 
 

1. Describe the evolution of local governments and their significance  

���క ����ల ప!"మ $%�&, () *+ఖ-త/ 0వ!ంచం4 

2. Discuss the salient feature of urban local governments 

పట7ణ ���క ����ల +ఖ- ల9"ల/ చ!:ంచం4 

3. Explain the function of japan’s local government  

జBన D ���క ��త� 0Eల/ 0వ!ంచం4 

4. Write an essay on organization local government in china  

JK ���క ��త� �LMణం N!: ఒక (-సం Lయం4 

5. Describe the evolution of English local government  

ఆంగU ���క ��త� ప!"%�& 0వ!ంచం4 

6. Describe the organization and functions of London Municipal Corporation  

లండన +�[పల ]^_`షన వ-వb�కరణ/, 0Eల/ 0వ!ంచం4 

7. Define state local relations in U.S.A 

అi!]D Lj, ���క సంస�ల మధ- సంబంmల/ �ర�nంచం4 

8. Discuss the salient feature of local governments in America  

అi!]D ���క ����ల ల9"ల/ చ!:ంచం4 

9. Compare the challenges for local governments in china and U.S.A 

అi!] మ!q JKలD ���క ����లr ఎtరu- స(ళU/ స!wల:ం4 

10. Compare the role of political parties in local bodies in England and Japan  

ఇంగUండ మ!q జBన D� ���క సంస�లD Lజ|య B}7ల B~/ wల:ం4 
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Paper IV: DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 
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1. Define development Administration and enumerate its characteristics  

���� ���	 
��� � ����� �� �����	� ��������� 

2. Analyse the meaning and importance of ecological approach to the understanding of 

administrative system  

�������� ��� !	� 
�"�#	 $% �&'���&( )��� *+��� �,�� ����� ��� -�	�.	� ��������� 

3. Explain the factors affecting the motivation to work of the personnel in the organization  

/к1  � !�2 � $%*3 4�5��6� � 73���	� ��89�.� $%*3 
�:��	� ��������� 

4. Describe the techniques of evolution of individual performance in an organization  

/к  � !�2 ��&(;�. �<�=	� 
���� >?@6AкB 4�C"���� �DE.F�B ��������� 

5. Discuss the political dimensions that influence political development  

��G&H@ 
I�J�K� ��89�.� $%*3 ��G&H@ &'���	� ���L����� 

6. Critically examine the role of culture in the development administration  

���� ���	�2  � MJ� ��.�	� �N�O��.Pк�"� ���QR����� 

7. Write essay on agriculture administration in India  

89�.�%ш��2 ���T�@UI�J�K�  ���	7VW /к >�� � ��@��� 

8. Discuss the functioning of primary and secondary school educational administration in Andhra 

Pradesh  

)�X����%Y �2 ��� Z[к N��@6 NUX�[к ��\:�� ���� ������	 �<�=	� ���L����� 

9. Bring out the major problem of development administration in “Area Development Program” 

] _̂<@ T�! `]�2 
I�J�K�  &���кaNU�B 
N�B ��=��A�2 ���� ���	 bD��cM	� T�NUdк 

 N ��	� 73�cM	���1 

10. Discuss the role of development Administration in the context of globalization  

�� �; . ����eк�� �?�X���2 ���� ���	 ��.�	� ���L����� 
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1. Define the principles of Social Welfare Administration  

�ం�క సం�మ �లన !"ల# $ర&'ంచం) 

2. Explain the concept of Social Welfare Administration  

�ం�క సం�మ �లన -వనల# /వ0ంచం) 

3. Write an essay on legislations of Social Policy in India  

-రత7శం9 �:;క /<నం =క> చ?@లA ఒక CDసం Eయం) 

4. Discuss some important labour policies  

J$K LఖDNన O0Pక /<Qల# చ0Rంచం) 

5. Write an essay on child welfare Programmers in India 

-రత7శం9 UV సం�మ OరDW:లA ఒక CDసం Eయం) 

6. Describe the welfare programmers meant for agricultural labour  

వDవ�య O0PYల Zసం ఉ7\Uం'న సం�మ OరDW:ల# /వ0ంచం) 

7. Explain the functioning of state social welfare board  

E^ �ం�క సం�మ _ à ప$c`# /వ0ంచం) 

8. Write about social welfare personnel in India  

-రత7శం9$ �ం�క సం�మ eబgంh i0ం' jయం) 

9. Write an essay on liberalization  

సరmకరణ /<నం i0ం' ఒక CDసం Eయం) 

10. What are the ways of finding for social welfare in India? 

-రత7శం9 �:;క సం�:$Kq $rల :Est ఏvw? 
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Paper V(B): MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES 
         For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 
 

1. Explain the meaning and scope of public enterprises in India. 

������ш�	
 ����� ��� ����	 ���� ����� ������ �������� ! 

2. State the merits and demerits of Nationalization  

"#$%&к�( �	) 	*�)+,- 	). /0�12)��  

3. Examine the relationship of public enterprises with the government  

������	
 ����� ��� ����	 ��3��4�5 ���67����  

4. How parliament controls over public enterprises 

�������� ����	). ���� 8,�9:;�<= >	* ���?�.@ ��� 

5. Discuss the importance of board of management in public enterprises 

�������� ����		
 ���A( 3B �CD  8, ��хF�). ���G����  

6. State the merits and demerits of official representation in Government boards. 

8,	к ��HIJ	
 ���K,��к 8, ?�LF� �	9  к	M�� 	*�)+,- 	). /0�12)��  

7. Write an essay on Man power Planning  

�*)� шKN@ �(4Oк). �����P Qк R,F�� �,���  

8. Write about classification of services  

S0�	 ��TUк�( �����P R, ���  

9. Examine the performance evaluation methods in public enterprises  

�������� ����		
 ���A(4 �V	*F�к)� �����P ���67����  

10. Write an essay on consumer protection  

��W��4�C	 �X( ��4Y4	 �����P Qк R,F�� �,���  

 



           For admitted batch 2011-12: Marks 15 

  For admitted batch 2013 onwards: Marks 20 

 

                                                                                                         

1. Write an essay on office layout  

���లయ �-అ�ట � ఒక ��సం �యం" 

2. Define issues in office planning  

���లయ '()క*+ సమస�ల- +ర/0ంచం" 

3. Analyze the importance of forms managements  

7�ల +ర/హణ :;ఖ�త- >?@Aంచం" 

4. Explain the nature and scope of office Administration  

���లయ Fలన స/Hవం మJK పJM+ >వJంచం" 

5. Explain the types of office correspondence 

���లయ ఉతPర 'Q�తP�ల ర�ల- >వJంచం" 

6. What is meant by office stationary? Explain  

���లయ UVషనX అంY ఏ[\? >వJంచం" 

7. What do you mean by management of objectives?  

ల`�ల +ర/హణ అంY ఏ[\? 

8. Define filling system and explain its importance  

�b@ంగ పదef+ +ర/0ంచం"? g+ :;ఖ�త- >వJంచం" 

9. Explain the objectives and programmes of staff welfare 

jబlంm సంnమ ల`�o మJK �ర�pqల- >వJంచం" 

10. What are the trends office management  

���లయ +ర/హణ sకడo ఏ> 
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